Global IT and cognitive science leader Beth Rudden will be the keynote speaker for the 2023 Colorado Learning and Teaching with Technology (COLTT) conference. Click here to register for the Aug. 3 event at CU Boulder’s Aerospace Engineering Sciences Building on the East Campus.

Rudden has over 20 years of experience in IT and data science. She has driven digital transformation through trusted artificial intelligence (AI) systems for IBM in roles including Distinguished Engineer, Chief Data Officer and Chief Data Scientist. In 2022, she founded Bast.ai, a groundbreaking corporation pioneering the future of conversational AI technology. Its aim is to empower everyone, from students and educators to doctors and marketing professionals, to interact with information in a new way so people can learn and acquire knowledge better and faster.

Rudden earned a master’s in anthropology from the University of Denver and a classics degree from Florida State University. She boasts over 30 patents and numerous publications.

1. How did you become interested in AI, and what do you see as the most compelling points of intersection with higher education – or the ones we should be paying close attention to?

I became interested in AI when I started the Trustworthy Center for Excellence at IBM. We educated our clients and customers on what AI governance was and what AI ethics meant, and we were saying ‘AI’ hundreds of times a day at a time when people weren’t even talking about it yet!

Through this work, we found that education is the number one thing needed. Most people don’t think in terms of probabilities, so we need to make sure that people understand how these models are using large volumes of data that are dubious in nature, with lots of variation, to generate a statistical mean, and that this is dangerous. I knew that education could solve the AI issues of today and it is why I made my way out of IBM to see what I can do to be a part of this solution.

In terms of higher education, I am interested in the position of students and professors on the forefront of the workforce at a time when it is drastically changing. I urge professors to think about how they are using chatGPT and other generative models and how their students are using them. How can professors quickly pivot their thinking to give this next generation what they really need to be successful? Most importantly, how do we collaborate with our students in the use of AI tools to ensure they can help shape a workforce that will be psychologically and physically safe and be contributing members of society?

I think we have a massive opportunity to have our students reflect a newer way of looking at data and measuring what matters and start to measure what we really want to incentivize if we want them to be successful.

2. What are some of the ethical considerations when using AI in higher education?

First, let’s address the elephant in the room: We are not talking about something that has sentience. Therefore, we need to teach our students the rules of engagement for using AI responsibly.

How do we teach students the rules of “ethical engagement” or ethical behaviors when using AI? Three principles should guide decision-making. The first principle is that the intent of AI is to augment humans. This makes sense until we consider all the “net nanny” software that measures how busy or attentive someone is or the software that is using facial recognition to measure and assess someone’s emotion. These are not designed to augment humans; they are designed to control and have power over humans. So how can we build AI that is specifically designed to augment humans? The answer to that is based on the “who” you are trying to augment, and you have to ask, am I enabling and empowering?

A second principle of ethical engagement in AI is that data and insight belong to the creators. The inputs and the responses belong to the user and the community, not corporations. A third principle is that all algorithmic processes should be explainable and transparent. I often get pushback that this is impossible, but it’s not. Transparency and
explainability are possible when combining the powers of math with qualitative linguistic and semantic analysis.

3. How do you envision AI transforming the future of higher education, and what opportunities do you see for innovation in this field?

We need to go from the sage on the stage to the guide on the side – from pedagogy to co-creation. This is uncomfortable because it’s a serious responsibility. This goes back to clearly defining the three principles and to ethics – not simply defining the kind of learning goals and naming the learning. AI can give people who become deep experts a “Rosetta stone” – it can become part of the co-creation process to participate and learn with students.

4. How do you see the relationship between AI and traditional forms of teaching and learning evolving over time, and what implications does this have for educators and students?

When the teacher stands in the classroom, they are taking in so many relevant pieces of information – Who’s asking questions? Who isn’t? Who should be? Imagine if you have an augmentation of AI that tells you, “Aisha needs some extra attention today.” It will be positively reinforcing, not negative, and you can apply the principles for building AI that augments. AI makes it possible to have 30 individualized lesson plans to meet unique needs of students. We can also use AI to leverage the expertise of educators globally and the question becomes, “How do we bring in what they are doing into what we are doing?” Diversifying perspectives on certain topics means we can unlearn some fixed ideas to then expand our knowledge and understanding.

5. What are good guiding principles and considerations for critically interrogating what AI generates?

If you fear these tools, I recommend asking ChatGPT questions that you know the answers to. Ask it questions about yourself. Often the answers are wrong, and this makes its limitations and inaccuracy obvious. If we demand lineage and provenance – the ability to triangulate a source and tell its origin story – we increase the value of knowledge. Teach students that anything with that good lineage and provenance and triangulated sources demands proof. Make them remember what we are doing and that we have methods for developing proofs that work every single time. It’s not science if it’s not replicable.

I want to sit down with every educator who is afraid of generative AI and help them to understand it’s their responsibility to add their expertise and be the “stewards” of this large language model and to critically think about where the information comes from.

Also, we need to take into account the environmental cost not being included in the total cost of ownership. Just one model training model for a chatGPT cycle uses all the electricity of New York City for an entire month. We need to teach students how to tap the “power of limits.”

CU’s summer outreach tour kicks off with visit to Colorado’s eastern plains [4]

University of Colorado leaders kicked off this year’s summer outreach to communities across the state with a visit to several eastern plains communities May 15-17. During the three-day trip to Burlington, Kit Carson, Hugo and Limon, the CU group met with community leaders, public school administrators, elected officials, health care providers, business leaders, and students and families.

The CU leadership group included Regent Frank McNulty (Colorado’s 4th Congressional District), who represents the communities visited, along with CU Regents Mark VanDriel (8th Congressional District), Ilana Spiegel (6th Congressional District) and Callie Rennison (2nd Congressional District). The group of regents was joined on the tour by faculty, staff and students from CU’s four campuses.

“Colorado is composed of a wide range of communities with varied individual experiences, and we’re working to
ensure our student body represents the unique perspectives of the entire state,” McNulty said. “This was my first official outreach trip as a CU regent, and I appreciate the time and effort put into the important meetings and discussions we were able to engage in across the eastern plains.”

The first stop was Burlington, where the leadership team invited community members to an informal dinner and meet-and-greet at the Old Town Museum. The venue, selected because of its connection to the history of the region, is home to several historic buildings that have been relocated to the property. More than 20,000 objects, photographs and documents from Burlington and the surrounding areas are housed in the museum.

The tour continued to Kit Carson, Hugo and Limon, where discussions focused on a range of topics, most importantly, how CU seeks to find new and impactful ways to serve Colorado communities. Additionally, the leadership team made it clear that all eastern plains students can aspire to be future alumni at any of the four CU campuses. Currently, only a small number of CU students from the eastern plains are enrolled on CU campuses, which is a statistic that the university system is looking to change. Campus representatives Daniel Knight, director, SCENIC program (CU Boulder); Katie Anderson-Pence, associate dean, College of Education (UCCS); Erika Greenberg, training coordinator, Centennial AHEC (CU Anschutz); and Kristen Curcija, program manager, High Plains Research Network (CU Anschutz) were key contributors in these discussions.

“What a pleasure it was hosting the CU Leadership team,” said Troy McCue, executive director of the Lincoln County Economic Development Corporation. “When our rural communities are so invested in growing our own future leaders, business owners, entrepreneurs and policymakers, it is refreshing to see the University of Colorado’s interest in the future of our rural areas. The visit was a welcome addition and a chance to tell our story. We look forward to our next collaboration.”

The meetings planned for all three days included discussions with representatives from Kit Carson Memorial Hospital, Burlington Public School District RE-6J, Limon School District RE-4J and Lincoln Health. The tour also involved special engagements at Penny Ranch, Ports to Plains Alliance, Hitchcock - Agricultural Equipment and Manufacturing, Kit Carson Rural Development and Prairie Ridge Buffalo Ranch. Other civic and business leaders also made time to join in on discussions.

“Our leadership’s ability to travel across the state and engage with Colorado’s vibrant communities is always a treat, and it’s also central to CU’s mission,” said CU President Todd Saliman. “We hope outreach trips like this one help communities better understand our efforts to serve all Coloradans and the importance of receiving a higher education at the University of Colorado. This trip is just one of the initiatives we are putting in place to remain connected to this part of our state.”

Chancellor Reddy to step down, return to faculty [5]

Soggy and celebratory: Class of 2023 moves tassels to the left [6]

UCCS celebrates spring Class of 2023 [7]

2023 CU Denver Regents Awards ceremony [8]
Cyclist studies move beyond performance to pinpointing disease [9]

Kaminski selected as Fulbright Scholar for 2023-2024 [10]

For Frascona winner Drake, inspiring students is ‘the greatest feeling’ [11]

Bay's research group seeks to advance engineered living materials research [12]

“I will watch it like a hawk:” Restored Ninth Street home to honor displaced Aurarians unveiled by CU Denver [13]

UCHealth doctors find marijuana users require more anesthesia [14]

Multicloud Adoption Takes Hold in Higher Education [15]
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